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American Indians and the Bahá'í Faith: Personal Stories is a compilation of stories by
American Indians who are members of the Bahá’í Faith written in their own words. It is the
companion to the book entitled: American Indians and the Bahá'í Faith: A Compilation of
Sacred and Inspirational Writings with News Clips and Stories. Creative Space. 2017. Being
free to write and share in their own words and formats, seven American Indian Bahá’ís tell the
story of their backgrounds, how they became Bahá’ís, what they like about it, their adventures,
and how this Faith works for them. Each story is unique and engaging in one way or another.
This work will be of interest to those observing cultural, historical, and social change brought
about by the merging of Native thinking and understanding with a dynamic world Religion. Still
others may find joy in reading about a relative or friend. Whether becoming a Bahá’í, or a
Friend of the Faith, or an interested or even disinterested onlooker, these Bahá’í Writings and
documented experiences are for all to know about and can inspire.
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2018905322CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, North Charleston,
SCINTRODUCTIONThis book of personal stories was originally part of the book entitled
American Indians and the Bahá’í Faith: A Compilation of Sacred and Inspirational Writings with
News Clips and Stories and published October 2017 by Creative Space. That compilation
ended up having 584 pages. It was obvious these stories needed to go in a book all their own.I
have always desired to hear the stories of other American Indians who were members of the
Bahá’í Faith as told in their own words. There are many books written about American Indians.
Few however have been written by American Indians telling of their own experiences. I wanted
to get an inkling of what they were thinking, feeling, and what sparked their interest and
dedication to this Faith. So I invited American Indians to contribute personal stories of their
experiences as members of the Bahá’í Faith. I left the topics up to each individual. Many wrote
about their family upbringing and how they found the Bahá’í Faith, and consequently how they
became Bahá’ís. Some wrote about the joy it brings them. While others wrote about the many
experiences they had as a Bahá’ís, including the challenges they were able to overcome by
applying the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh and the principles of the Bahá’í Faith. The particular
individuals contributing here are not any more special than anyone else. Some are not even
writers. In fact one is a drawing and painting artist. Some are storytellers, while most are not.
Others just want to say what is in their hearts. It all works. They were ready to challenge
themselves and write and share. And I am grateful. Some people wanted to but could not
contribute at this time. Some plan to write their own book. Some need encouragement to write
their story. I look forward to reading them all.The stories told here are offered as gifts with the
intention of sharing perspective, history, personal struggles, growth, joy, and hope along the
path of being a Bahá'í. It is hoped that these stories will be helpful to all who read them. Take
what is helpful to you. LittlebraveACKNOWLEDGMENTSI would like to thank God, my parents,
sisters, brothers, uncles, aunts, cousins, nieces, and nephews for all I have gained from them
and the love they have shown me throughout the years. My heart felt love goes to those who
worked beside me in the field of service in support of American Indian peoples regardless of
their affiliations.I want to express my appreciation for all the contributors to this current work:
Dr. Don Addison, Choctaw, (1950-February 2018); Ms. Darlene Gait, Esquimalt, Artist; Mr.
Larry Mitchell, Ojibwe, (February 1920-January 1990); and Mrs. Echo Mitchell who wished to
honor her husband; Mr. Nathan Palmer, Eastern Woodland Powhatan; and Mrs. Jody Palmer,
Cherokee, Choctaw, & Creole; and Judge Lorintha Umtuch, Yakama for answering my call for
stories written by American Indians themselves about their experiences.A heartfelt thanks to
Mrs. Esther DeTally, Mr. David Moore, and Mr. David Bowie for their encouragement and for
their editing acumen. And finally, I would like to acknowledge the support of my son, Damen for
whom I write so that he may know more of his Spiritual heritage. His creativity, humor, integrity,
and compassion for others humbles me and makes me proud. LittlebraveTable of
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THE AUTHOR1 DON ADDISON, PHD.Don Addison, PhD. is from the Choctaw NationPart
One: Early Days and How I Became a Bahá’íHalito! Halito! Sa hoschifo ut Don Addison. (Hello,
hello! My name is Don Addison.)I opened in our own traditional language we call “Chahta"
which others now call "Choctaw."My family is mixed blood, my mom is Choctaw and French
and my dad was German and English. My mom didn't know much about our heritage but when
I was young, she made me a wonderful red and green grass dance outfit, with all the tufts of
flowing yarn, and I loved it. I still have that treasured garment.When we were young, my
younger sister and I were taught Christian principles by our mom, and I remember one time,
my mom was teaching Sharon, and me, the Lord's Prayer and my dad made fun of it. I'll never
forget feeling so belittled by him. You see, my dad was a severe alcoholic, in tremendous
denial, and he used lots of drugs, especially prescription drugs he'd get from these old doctors
who I hated, who'd give him any barbiturate pill he wanted. So when my dad drank and used
pills, he'd get really, really mean and he regularly beat my mom. I hated him and I hated those
beatings and I couldn't understand why my dad was so racist.So my mom took us to Condon
grade school in Eugene and we enrolled. I strung some Indian bead-work necklaces, and I was
proud of them. My mom took me to a lady to learn how to do loom-weaving, and I loved that.
And I started learning Native American beading on a loom, and I really loved that.One time,
when I was in the 6th grade, I took some beaded necklaces I had made at home, out into the
recess yard, and showed them to another student. I'll never forget this situation, and what
happened, because it really hit me hard, like a ton of bricks. I even remember the girl whom I
showed these necklaces to--Julie Rubenstein. I'm sure she probably doesn't remember it, but I
do. She broke these necklaces and made fun of me--or what I thought was a really bad put
down on Indians. So I was so devastated by this, I decided that I was going to protect myself
from any further such incidents, and not ever get hurt like this again. My solution: never tell
anyone else in the future that I was Native American. I was going to treasure it, and hide it, and
protect myself at ALL costs. Well, it took me many years to get over this, and work through



this.So, that terrible incident in the Condon grade school recess yard in Eugene really hurt me
deep down inside myself. I don't look back and have any bad feelings for her now, but for many
years after that, I hid my being Indian FROM EVERYONE!Then my mom told us we were going
to start going to the First Christian Church, because her former piano teacher, Mrs. Maud
Skaggs Woodyard, was now in Eugene, teaching at the Northwest Christian College, AND she
was conducting the choir at the First Christian Church on Oak Street, so we joined that Church.
Deep inside myself, I still wanted to learn as much as I could about Indians, and our people,
the Choctaws, so I discovered the National Geographic Magazines--they often had articles on
Indians. We couldn't afford a subscription, but my mom's former piano teacher, Mrs. Woodyard,
however, DID have a subscription. My mom made Sharon and me a deal that if we'd take piano
lessons from Mrs. Woodyard, I could read through all of Mrs. Woodyard's National Geographic
Magazines as much as I wanted--DURING MY SISTER'S PIANO LESSON. I liked this idea,
and wanted to take piano anyway.Mrs. Woodyard was not our only link or influence into the
First Christian Church. Although my dad never went to church, his sister (Aunt Betsy) and his
mother, my paternal grandmother, Mrs. Anna Addison, were involved in the First Christian
Church and urged us to join. My grandmother gave me a very special Bible, which I still have to
this day. So my sister and I were baptized and started going to church on Sunday mornings,
including Sunday school--which I loved.I can remember getting brown paper sacks of oranges
and walnuts at Sunday school during Christmas and I loved it. But most of all, I started really
growing to love God and one day, in the big sanctuary (which was SO impressive to me since I
was so young and small at that age) I loved to look up into the great dome ceiling. Looking at
all the stained glass windows, I was reminded of the scenes in Jesus' life. So one day, I had a
very deep inspirational, spiritual experience in that Church. I had my Sunday school book,
which was green, and I had started to learn a few words in Hebrew, I had written on the front.I
looked up into the dome one morning and was very moved! To tears, literally! I had this very
distinct, overwhelming desire to be a follower of Jesus all my life. So I committed myself to Him,
and I have (all these years) kept that near and dear to my heart. Most of all, I had a vision or a
dream-like experience in that church that "I wished I could have lived on earth when Jesus was
on earth, and been among His early followers." This is what I remember so clearly--it came
from some other source, so I put it in quotes. But then, logically, I realized I was about 2,000
years too late. So my next best choice was to pray that someday, if and when Jesus would
return, I distinctly committed myself to becoming among His early followers, and I promised
God, then and there, that I'd be faithful and recognize Him at His Return.So, since I "promised"
myself (and God) that I would recognize Jesus when He came again, if it were to happen in my
lifetime, I never forgot this promise. Even today, after all these years, I can remember the exact
spot where I was sitting, and the exact Hebrew letters I had written on my green book from
Sunday school, and the exact MOMENT I promised Jesus I would become His follower, IF He’d
return while I was still "alive" on earth.Well, an ugly neighborhood experience happened right
after this, and the incident in the Condon Grade School yard. I was talking to the lady who lived
in the house 3 doors south from us, on Orchard Street, and her name was Mrs. Hallen. One
day, I accidentally said something about being Native American, and (realizing I had broken my
promise to myself about sharing that with others, ever again) I kind of recoiled, but not soon
enough. Mrs. Hallen "HEARD" me say we were American Indian, and then she very clearly told
me she didn't EVER want anything to do with me, or our family, ever again. She hated Indians,
and wanted me to never EVER bother her again. And from that point on, that very point on, the
rest of her life, she literally never spoke to me again. She has since passed on, many years
ago, and I now have no bad feelings about her, but I certainly did then. I asked myself, "Why is



being American Indian such a horrible thing?"So after this devastating incident with Julie
Rubenstein at Condon schools playground and Mrs. Hallen, 3 doors away, I was convinced that
I clearly wasn't safe to tell anyone I was an Indian. So I didn't for many years.Mrs. Woodyard
really inspired me with the music lessons and I learned a ton of Christian hymns on the piano,
and began to learn pieces by Mozart, Beethoven, and Bach. She loved Bach and I read on a
record jacket that Bach (Johann Sebastian) wrote music so he could "dedicate it to the Glory of
God." I never forgot that.That term "the Glory of God" never faded from my memory. When I
entered South Eugene High School, I deliberately avoided most of all the rest of the students. I
loved Latin class with Miss Abby Adams, and the music classes, being in both the band
(playing clarinet) and in the orchestra ('cello and piano). One of the trumpet players, John
Newport was a new friend I made, along with Hara Clancy and Clarice Reinertson, both of
whom played violin. My real only other friend was Mary Jane Gabriel who played the double
bass. I had a very limited bunch of friends deliberately, because I didn't want to get hurt again,
and to my knowledge, there were literally no other Indians in that whole school.And then the
day came, I signed up in a world history class taught by Mr. Wickham. I loved the history of
Europe, and at times, our instructor and the book would talk about Asia and a few other
peoples, here and there, around the world. I loved the small but interesting discussions of
various world religions. But the only thing I did not like about the book, or the lectures, was that
absolutely no reference to Indians on the whole of "Turtle Island" (a Native term for the
Western Hemisphere) was ever made. Nothing about our great leaders, Prophets, various
famous tribal groups and cultures, nothing about the incredible debt America owes to the
Native peoples of this continent, not even a passing reference to Geronimo, Pocahontas, or
even the famous Black Elk! That was typical of history books and classes in those days.In this
history class, the students had to group themselves in pairs and each pair shared a single
table, so John Newport sat on my right, and he was left handed. So I noticed he had a grey
binder he'd always bring to class, and once in a while, his trumpet. Well, one day, just out of the
blue, he mentions something about some religion I had never heard of--called Bahá’í. I was
"nice" about it, but I really wasn't interested in hearing about it, so I told him. But every so often,
he'd just keep bringing it up again--not a lot of information, but at least once every other day or
so, he'd mentioned Bahá’í in some context and at first, nothing he told me impressed me at all.
And then one day, I remember thinking "why can't he just talk about music, or his Vespa or his
trumpet--why does he have to bring up Bahá’í every-so-often?" Well, it became quite clear to
me that John was not a Bahá’í "in membership only" but that he REALLY deeply believed in it.
So that impressed me, but only a little. At a subsequent class, he told me a little bit about the
Báb, and His martyrdom, and then he shared with me that "only three prayers" were revealed
by the Báb, and that have been translated into English. And when he recited the Remover of
Difficulties, at that point something really nice brushed over my spirit like a slight wave of an
Eagle Feather, reviving my very soul. But it seemed to me that this might be good "for him" but
not for me. One day he gave me a ride home on the back of his Vespa. And he gave me my
first Bahá’í book, Rúhíyyih Khánum’s "Prescription for Living"--which I didn't read.My dad had
beat us all up one day (as was typical actually) and my mom's best friend, a wonderful lady
named Beverly Wicks, told us we could all three of us move in temporarily with her, in her small
one-bedroom apartment on the second floor of an old ordinary looking, older building on Oak
street, in Eugene. It was not a "nice" place in the conventional sense of the term, but to us it
was MAGNIFICENT, because my dad wasn't there to yell at us, and beat us when he got
drunk. So I loved that place, and to this day, that building is still standing, and every time I drive
by it, I remember my hearing about the Bahá’í Faith, and my initial reactions.As I mentioned



John Newport gave me my first Bahá’í book, but for some reason, I just couldn't "get into it."
There was so much turmoil going on in my life, at that time, but thank goodness the Bahá’í
Faith came along just when it did.During my junior year in high school, I went through a series
of musical contests and kept winning, from the local level playing the classical piano, to the
state, regional and then finally I won the national level, Coca-Cola music contest that year,
probably it was 1960. They flew me and my mom and sister to New York City; I was on the Pat
Boone show with Annette Funicello, Bobby Denver, Frankie Avalon, Anita Bryant, Bobby Darin
and a host of other popular young and rising musical stars of the day. I got to meet Carol
Burnett and get my photo taken with her. My piano performances went all over the US, and so
folks back in Eugene were all buzzing around about all these musical activities with this
Eugeneian from South Eugene High School. My university scholarship of $5,000.00 came from
winning first place in the contest. At the end of my senior year in high school, I decided to go
on to the University of Oregon and get a bachelor's degree in music, focusing in two areas,
piano and musical composition.My mom decided we'd have to move back in with my dad,
because we had no other family support. And the fighting, yelling and beatings all started over
again. I hated that family life. And then, lo and behold, the Newport family decided to give me a
Bahá’í Prayer Book, and I loved it. But I wasn't really "convinced" inside my innermost being
yet. Somehow I acquired a copy of William Sear's "Thief in the Night" and wow! That book did
it. That created such a huge bombshell inside me! I was so lifted up into the highest
parameters of the universe with that book. Then I really KNEW Bahá’u’lláh had been sent by
God--and I didn't have to give up Jesus to accept Bahá’u’lláh as the Promised One of the
Bible, I didn't have to deny Christ in order to accept Bahá’u’lláh as the Return of Christ! And
when I read in Bahá’u’lláh’s Writings that there are no people on earth who did not receive
their own Messenger from God, I was stunned! To me this meant that Bahá’ís could believe
that God had ALSO sent Prophets and Manifestations of God TO NATIVE AMERICAN
PEOPLES AND NATIONS! Which is what Indians have believed all the way along, but the
Christian Churches all deny that possibility.So I literally fell in love with the Bahá’í Faith. But my
family, especially my mother, hit the ceiling. She could not believe this! She thought I was going
to Hell and that the Devil had his hold on me.My mom told me she contacted our minister back
at the First Christian Church, Reverend Buck, to "find out" the truth about the Bahá’í Faith. Rev.
Buck told her, as she later described that conversation, that the Bahá’í Faith was the work of
Satan and for her to do anything possible, to “get me away from those dangerous Bahá’ís”. So
when she told me this, I told her I had not given up Christ to become a Bahá’í. Certainly, I
withdrew from the Church and made my declaration of Faith in Bahá’u’lláh and joined the
Eugene Bahá’í community, but I did that BECAUSE Bahá’u’lláh fulfilled all these prophecies
and He came to humanity in the station of the Return of the Christ Spirit. He was the "Glory of
God" that I had heard about from J. S. Bach's testimony. Bahá’u’lláh fulfilled all the American
Indian prophecies as well.My mom reiterated that Rev. Buck told her that Bahá’í was, by
definition, an absolutely false religion. I asked her how logical it was for her to go to a Christian
minister to find out about the Bahá’í Faith? Is it logical for me to go, say, to a Jewish Rabbi to
find out the best opinion about Buddhism? Wouldn't I be better off going to a Buddhist authority
for the best information on their religion, and going to a Jewish Rabbi for accurate information
on the Jewish religion? It just didn't make any sense to me that anyone would ask a Christian
minister to make an objective, unbiased appraisal of the Bahá’í Faith. It made much more
sense to me to go straight to the source---the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh. My mom tried so hard to
get me to renounce my new beliefs.One evening I shaved and got showered and dressed and
was preparing to go to the University of Oregon, but my mom knew there were no classes in



the evening (in those days). So she asked me "Where are you going at this hour?" Since it was
about 7 pm I told her I was going to be the Bahá’í speaker in a big dormitory gathering of
hundreds of University of Oregon students during the religious fair week and my mother had a
fit. She yelled at me, "Are you that dumb that you would expose yourself to all the humiliation
and embarrassment of TELLING a whole bunch of people you are a Bahá’í? How could you do
such a horrible thing?" She would prefer that if I HAD to be a Bahá’í, "at least keep it a secret."
But no, we had our 'go-rounds.'It seems all so strange now, after all these years, talking about
this. Primarily because it is so different, our lives today are on a totally different wave length. I
am happy to say, that out of all my blood family, the one who opposed my becoming a Bahá’í
the most, at least initially, was also--a few years later--the ONLY other member of my family
after me to ALSO BECOME A DECLARED BAHÁ'I. So it's fun today. My mom sometimes
comes with me to the powwows, she is happy to see me giving the opening elders' blessings at
the powwows (Bahá’í prayers in Native Languages and their English translations) and she is
active in the Bahá’í community. We both try to lend our support to a neighboring smaller Bahá’í
community, Springfield, although we live in Eugene. And it makes me so happy to be able to
have her live in my home, and she doesn't have to worry about needing anything. Native
peoples don't believe in turning out their elderly parents into old age homes, if they can prevent
doing that. And my mom loves to take care of two busy collies, Nizhonee (a large short hair
'smooth' collie) and Keya (a sweet sheltie who is just the most loving precious little dog you
could find.) We chose "Nizhonee" for the bigger collie because that means "beautiful" in Navajo
and "Keya" for the sheltee--because "keya" comes from “awakeya" which means "silhouette" in
Lakota.Today we have such a good life. We are grateful to have found the Bahá’í Faith. It has
healed so much of the pain of growing up in Eugene. My dad passed away some years ago
and I pray for him--and I am happy to report all my anger and resentments towards him have
vanished. Bahá’u’lláh lifted that terrible burden from off my inner spirit, many years ago.The
Bahá’í Faith has opened up for me endless possibilities in my life. I love being a Bahá’í and I
love being American Indian. The two are not in competition, the two are completely
compatible.Today I teach college and university students for a living--all American Indian
topics, such as American Indian languages and language studies at the University of Oregon,
Lane Community College in Eugene and Chemeketa Community College in Salem.I also teach
Native American music and drumming at the University of Oregon, Portland Community
College, and for the Title VII Natives Program in Eugene--where we have over 2,000 self-
identified local American Indian students in the public schools. For this program I serve as an
elder, educator, and as a Native American veteran, I carry in the Eagle Tribal Staff and pray in
traditional languages for all the local Native powwows. Our Native children long to hear these
languages. The elders gave their all to make certain we would retain these languages and
cultural traditions. We have many Bahá’í prayers translated into Native languages and our
communities hunger and thirst to hear these at the powwows. The Prayers (and the names) of
Bahá’u’lláh, The Báb, and 'Abdu’l-Bahá can be heard regularly in the Native communities of
Oregon now! Many of our elders KNEW that this was going to be a fantastic Day in which to
live. We must treasure their sacrifices for our welfare.I have the honor of being a traditional
powwow dancer, drummer and singer, and a member of one of the local powwow drumming
groups. I am now also serving as a tutor for Native American study circles among the Bahá’í
communities of Oregon, and I serve on the Board of Directors for the Wisdom of the Elders
Native public radio program series. For the latter, I am currently serving as their music and
Native language producer for recorded interviews along the Lewis and Clark trail. So with
humble gratitude, I share these thoughts in hopes others' lives will be touched in a good



way.Yakoke! (Thank you in the Choctaw language.) Today, we can all walk on Mother Earth in a
good way, with clean hearts, sober bodies, clear minds and singing songs of gratitude to the
Creator for the privilege of knowing how lucky we are--if we choose this Path. I am deeply
grateful we live in this Promised Day of Unity, this Promised Day of a New Cycle of Peace,
prophesied by our earlier Native prophets, and which can be achieved by the Teachings from
Bahá’u’lláh. Yakoke! Yakoke!Part Two: Native American Spirituality and FulfillmentSurveying
around the country today, one notices increasing numbers of different cultures and ethnic
groups in cities and towns throughout America taking more and more interest in Native
American cultures, languages, and especially spirituality. As a college and university instructor
of Native American studies and languages, I find this development fascinating and it translates
into full classes wherever I teach. This interest seems on the rise in fact. Native instructors,
however, are quick to point out that "studying" about Indians doesn't really "make one an
Indian" as well.On my mom's side of the family, we are Choctaw Indian--some say Native
American--or "Native" in Alaska--any term is basically OK nowadays. Actually, if one were to
ask me what we prefer, our tribal name is really better than such a label as "American Indian"
or "Native American," because these latter terms carry lots of other "baggage" or
connotations.The word "Choctaw" in our own (indigenous) language is actually “Chahta" but
somehow the more usual spelling "Choctaw" caught on, and it’s here to stay probably. Some of
our tribe believe we are descendants of the ancient peoples who helped build and lived at
some of the spectacular earthen-mound 'cities' such as Cahokia, situated outside today's St.
Louis. These truly ancient American Indian communities are still preserved in sites especially
along the Mississippi river regions, but Cahokia was probably abandoned by its residents 6 or
7 centuries ago, and no one really knows what their languages or even their tribal names were.
But many call this site "Cahokia" after a latter people who subsequently lived at Cahokia after
the original inhabitants abandoned it. It's frequently visited by peoples from all over the world
today. Sadly only 80 mounds remain because so many were obliterated for fill-dirt or for farms
by those who had no clue to the heritage value of these sites.As Native peoples moved from
place to place, languages moved and sometimes developed in very interesting ways. Navajo
and Apache languages in the Southwest were actually descended from earlier related peoples
of the Athabascans of Canada, called "Dineh." (They probably came through what is today
Montana, around 250 A.D., on their way to what is now Arizona and New Mexico, according to
archaeologists.) The Navajo today call themselves "Dineh" meaning "the people." Other tribal
groups have similar situations; The "Cherokee," for example, are really called “Tsalagee" in
their own language. "Sioux" really means "smaller" or "lesser" in an Algonkian language, even
though lots of folks think "Sioux" is a French term. They call themselves Lakota, which really
means "friend" or "ally," but as erroneous as it is, "Sioux" is a term that likewise is probably
here to stay.I am grateful to be Indian but in past centuries in this country, it wasn't always
something one wanted to talk about publicly in the past, because of prejudice against Native
peoples in the USA--which unfortunately, sometimes still emerges from time to time--but on the
whole, things are better today than they were a hundred years ago. A fresh new spirit is
breathing in Native and non-Native communities today, and many American Indians are
dedicating time into retracing their Native roots, learning about their tribal cultures, and getting
acquainted with their own indigenous languages. This booming interest in American Indian
languages, however, must be seen in light of this much larger, more encompassing interest in
becoming acquainted with as much of our tribal heritage on a grand scale, as is possible. Most
deeply, however, I thank the Creator that I can speak so many of our indigenous languages--
and by the way, no Native American can be "traced back to Latin"--as some believe! These



American Indian languages and their study are relevant today, and are truly "gateways" into a
peoples' spiritual path and living values. Unfortunately, not all colleges in Oregon agree, but
ground breaking work at Lane Community College and Chemeketa Community College in
Salem have established American Indian language classes and they are flourishing. American
Indians in the Eugene area sometimes are "invisible" because they don't look like the
Hollywood "image" with teepees, feathers, and bow and arrows!As a good illustration of this
coming back in touch with one's identity and Native cultural roots, on June 18th, 2004 a huge
powwow took place at Sky Camp (East of Springfield) run by the Natives education program
for the Eugene area. I was completely stunned when I arrived there to find so many hundreds
of local American Indian school children from all ages there--and all of them proud to reclaim
their Indian roots. The director, Dr. Brenda Brainard, was publicly honored by the Chief of the
Coos Nation with a new name in the Coos language and she addressed us in the Coos
tongue--and the children admire her so much.American Indian children are taught to always
honor their elders. It is so obvious that those youth truly love and respect a director such as
Brenda who does so much for our youth. As I looked around the crowded hall, rows and rows
of our Native youth were obviously interested in participating in such a special occasion.
Picture this huge gathering of young folks, so quiet out of respect; you could hear a pin drop.
When the drumming and singing began, the dancing commenced and our spirits soared into
the sky.Many Native American Prophets or spiritual leaders over the centuries foretold that this
phenomenon would eventually occur--and we are privileged to see this in our own lifetimes.
Many Native Nations knew centuries ago that the time would come when a great future was
foretold for American Indians by Native American Prophets. White Buffalo Calf Woman, of the
Lakota people of the Northern Plains, taught her people seven sacred ceremonies many
centuries ago, and foretold a great spiritual renewal in the centuries to come, but she is not the
only Native prophet who did this, nor was she the only female spiritual leader among
Indians.Some of our American Indian Prophets expressed a dream that Indian and non-Indian
would someday come together in unity. Additionally, they foretold the new inventions that we
have already seen subsequent to these promises. Plenty Coups and Medicine Crow of the
Crow people flawlessly described, for example, such things as the "spider webs in the sky"
over which people could talk great distances. When the telephone eventually came upon the
scene, those lines reminded everyone of this promise. An "iron bird" in the sky became realized
as the airplane, and other great Messengers promised other spectacular things.Deganawidah,
Peacemaker of the Iroquois Confederacy, many centuries ago promised he would "return" and
other great Messengers left similar prophecies that a great Teacher would come, as the
Navajos believe, from the East.Bahá’u’lláh, the Prophet-Founder of the Bahá’í Faith, did come
from the East and many Native Americans are increasingly coming into the Bahá’í Faith
because they believe Bahá’u’lláh has fulfilled these prophecies. The Hopi, for example, foresaw
a time when the Indian and the Euro American would join together in unity. Bahá’u’lláh
proclaimed this saying "Ye are the flowers of one garden and the leaves of one tree." Even
though Bahá’u’lláh was persecuted by the Shah of Iran, and the Ottoman Turkish Sultan, He
wrote to the kings and religious leaders of the 19th century. He described in amazing detail the
remedies needed in this new era. Bahá’u’lláh even urged future generations to pick some
language for an international auxiliary language to be taught in all the schools, to facilitate
world unity, but He never suggested dropping our indigenous or local languages.Readers
should not take my word for it. One of the most significant principles of the Bahá’í Faith is the
encouragement that all must exercise their right to independently investigate the truth for
themselves. That means, Bahá’ís no longer require the services of a clergy, because with the



spread of education and the injunction to learn to read and write, all peoples can read
Bahá’u’lláh’s Books for themselves. These Sacred Writings have been translated into hundreds
of languages of the world, including many Native American languages.The first American
Indian to become a Bahá’í was Marian Steffes, an Oneida (tribal member), who was also very
strong in her Native culture, as well as a devoted Bahá’í. Her acceptance of the Faith took
place around 1935, and it began to grow among more Native communities from that point on.
The first Canadian Native Bahá’í was Melba Whetung, a Chippewa from Ontario. She
discovered the Faith in 1930, and ten years later, her husband James Loft also accepted the
Bahá’í Faith. The Lofts moved home to the Tyendinaga reserve in Ontario, Canada--the
birthplace of the fifteenth-century Prophet, Deganawidah, mentioned above.A well-known
American anthropologist Alice B. Kehoe wrote how surprised she was in 1963, to find large
numbers of Native Americans joining the Bahá’í Faith in Saskatchewan--even though no paid
missionaries exist. She also clarified that the Bahá’í Faith does not favor one culture over
another, it is certainly not a Middle Eastern off-shoot of Islam, or any other religion, nor is it a
fly-by-night 'new age' "cult." It has its own Holy Books, with its own principles and laws, with its
world center on Mount Carmel, in the modern-day port-city of Haifa, Israel. Thousands visit this
site of pilgrimage yearly, including many representatives of numerous American Indian tribes
throughout the Western Hemisphere.When I was on the Navajo Reservation last January, I
was privileged to visit the Native American Bahá’í Institute there, and anyone from the public
can come into the Navajo Bahá’í Prayer Hogan and find Bahá’í Prayers translated into Navajo,
and recited by Navajos in their own language.Unity in diversity is what I think characterizes
Native communities today. No two tribal cultures are the same. In fact, Indians today enjoy
comparing notes on how our languages, music, and customs differ, in some cases, and appear
similar in others. Bahá’í Teachings encourage unity in diversity--the coming together of all
peoples. However, Bahá’u’lláh never said Native Americans must give up their indigenous
cultures, or languages. The Bahá’í Faith seeks not to 'colonize' Indians, or misuse their beliefs
and cultures. Quite the contrary, Bahá’u’lláh’s Son, 'Abdu’l-Bahá, wrote in 1916, a most
splendid prophecy about a very bright and glorious future of Native Americans.I have long
been fascinated by the fact that among all the American Indian tribes and Nations around this
country, all the Native American religions one finds are spiritual paths, or belief systems which
ALL emerged from within American Indian communities EXCEPT two. In other words, Native
religions such as the Longhouse religion of New York state, the Longhouse Waashat religion of
the North West, the Sweat Lodge ceremonies of the Plains, the revival of the Sun Dance on
the Plains, and numerous others ALL began within American Indian communities. Only two
non-Indian religions, non-Indian in origin, have made any real significant headway into Indian
reservations, rural communities, and urban centers. These two religions both come from the
Middle East--Christianity and the Bahá’í Faith. Christianity and all its various divisions and
sects began seeking Indian converts 600 years ago and can be found all across the US. The
Bahá’í Faith, only 150 years old, has attracted believers in numerous tribes all across this
Western Hemisphere. What can explain this?For some reason, few if any Buddhists, Hindus,
Jews, Moslems, or Sikhs can be found among American Indians. Probably many reasons
explain this phenomenon. What strikes me, however, is that the Bahá’í Faith is attracting
increasing numbers of Native Americans--I believe--because the Bahá’í Teachings are so close
to Native spiritual principles, without patronizing them. The Bahá’ís don't try to "become
Indian”, not take from Indians to profit from their cultures, as so many anthropologists have
done in the past. In fact, in Alaska, four of the nine members of the national governing body (or
committee) overseeing the Bahá’í Faith for all of Alaska are Native Alaskan Bahá’ís.For an



Indian to become a Bahá’í, she or he does not need to give up their Indian culture. Kevin
Locke, well-known Lakota musician, dancer and educator says that "the Bahá’í Faith actually
enhances" his Native beliefs and expressive culture. The resurgent interest in Native spirituality
is not without controversy, and Native American Bahá’ís are quick to point out Native American
beliefs are not being compromised or misused by the Bahá’ís.I believe I am lucky to be a
Bahá’í--it gives me answers to today's problems, it requires religion and science agree and if
they don't, science without spirituality can become materialism and religion without science
can become superstition. American Indians have always had "science"--ours just developed in
very different ways than the European sciences. Natives see "science" as "spiritual."The Bahá’í
Prayers revealed by Bahá’u’lláh for believers to use, does not preclude using prayers of other
religions, or even those of indigenous religions in American Indian languages. Bahá’ís believe
in the same God as Native Americans, Christians, Jews, Moslems, and the other world
religions. Since there is only one God, there is really only "one religion"--and this is a metaphor
alluding to the fact that each of these world religions are like chapters in a book, a text that is
continually unfolding and being renewed just about every thousand years, when a new
Messenger comes. Bahá’ís don't claim their religion is the best, it is just the latest.These
prayers give me strength on a daily basis. We have beautiful prayers for unity, marriage, for the
morning time, for the evening hour, for assistance, and for children. And when life on life's
terms gets difficult, I look up a powerful prayer Bahá’u’lláh revealed to be read in times of tests
and difficulties. After I read it, I can't help but feel better. "Armed with the power of Thy Name,
nothing can ever hurt me, and with Thy love in my heart, all the world's afflictions can in no
wise alarm me."Many folks ask about the sad things that have happened to Indians in the last
600 years. Those things really did happen so let us learn from those experiences and teach
our children to look at all peoples as members of the same family, and enjoy the fact that our
cultures and languages are so beautiful. The Bahá’í Faith, then, gives me hope. What the
Bahá’ís express about unity can also be summed up in probably the most famous American
Indian phrase, or expression, one can find around the country today: “Mitakuye Oyasin." Even
though it is Lakota (what some call Sioux) this phrase is expressed by many Indians of all
different Native backgrounds and it means "All my Relations" or "All my Relatives." In other
words, we are all related in one family, the two legged, four legged, the winged ones in the sky--
all of us. So we must put hatred and prejudice behind us because one must not hurt one's own
relatives. "Mitakuye Oyasin!" "All (of us) are related!"
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The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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